Luxton Park - Community Engagement Summary

OPEN HOUSE #1 - General Input

1) Swings
2) Zipline
3) Shade for structure and seating area
4) Bigger more challenging equipment
5) Monkey bars and upperbody equipment
6) Places to sit and/or have picnic
7) Themed equipment, related to neighborhood
8) No wood
9) Adult Exercise Equipment
10) Deal with drainage/flooding

OPEN HOUSE #2 - Specific Design and input

DESIGN PREFERENCE

7 Preference Dots, dot call outs for multi user swing (4)
21 Preference Dots, dot calls outs for net (4), overhead components (4), spinners (3)

PUZZLE DESIGNS

COMMENT BOARD - Top 10 Comments

1) Swings
2) Zipline
3) Shade for structure and seating area
4) Bigger more challenging equipment
5) Monkey bars and upperbody equipment
6) Places to sit and/or have picnic
7) Themed equipment, related to neighborhood
8) No wood
9) Adult Exercise Equipment
10) Deal with drainage/flooding